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f  The first patent granted under the Patent Act of 1790 went to Samuel
:  I opkms for an improvement in manufacturing potash. This response to

chemical technology was very atypical. Although several successful pa
tents were issued for salt making, distilling, and other chemical produc-
lion processes, mechanical technology long received the major atten
tion. Hopkins's improvement involved a new "Apparatus and Process,"
the essence of which was a furnace for burning the wood ashes before
Iwiling them. Hopkins published a paper on the invention but found
himself unable to sell very many people on it. The process proved rela
tively ineffective.

Kb Whitney's cotton gin was patented under the Act of 1793 on March
14, 1794 (fig. 5-3). This device was exceedingly successful as a mecha-

:  nism; it has been credited with turning cotton production into a pros-
perous business and with fastening slavery upon the South. Some have
even charged it with responsibility for moving the nation toward the
Civil War.

There had been gins before Whitney's, but none could handle the
■  short staple cotton that could be raised most easily in many of the south-

o'^«red major labor savings over the costs
o( hand separation of seeds from the cotton fi ber.

The patent did not bring wealth to Whitney, however, despite the im
mediate and wide application of his gin. The problem was that the de
vice was loo easily copied. Men who understood the basic design could
reproduce and sell it without needing a model or measured drawings in
hand. They did not pay Whitney his required royalties, nor did individ
uals who made their own gins. Whitney tried to take the violators to
court, but he used up all his profits in fighting their patent infringe
ments. Although a very simple and successful invention, the gin was a
patent failure.

The Smilhsoman Whitney cotton gin model was made very early but
n IS not a patent model (fig. 5-4). It was used to demonstrate the gin.
The hand crank moved the cotton to the sawtooth wheels, which pulled
the fi ber through the wire slots, separating it from the seeds that fell to
the bottom of the gin. The function of the brushes was to move the cotton
and to clean it oil the sawteeth (fig. 5-5),

Working gins were larger, of course, often about three feet square and
sometimes powered by steam rather than hand operated. They became
an integral part of cotton production, perhaps the most conspicuous new
leclmology in agricultural production and processing that was American
in origin. The Georgia gin was initially built before I860 and powered
by a horse whim on the level below the gin. Its rough appearance con
trasts sharply with the well-finished Smithsonian gin model and offers a
more realistic sense of ginning in the old South (fig. 5-6).

Fig. 5—3. Eli Whitney
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